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Abstract Cloud computing provides elastic data storage

and processing services. Although existing research has pro-

posed preferred search on the plaintext files and encrypted

search, no method has been proposed that integrates the

two techniques to efficiently conduct preferred and privacy-

preserving search over large datasets in the cloud.

In this paper, we propose a scheme for preferred search

over encrypted data (PSED) that can take users’ search pref-

erences into the search over encrypted data. In the search pro-

cess, we ensure the confidentiality of not only keywords but

also quantified preferences associated with them. PSED con-

structs its encrypted search index using Lagrange coefficients

and employs secure inner-product calculation for both search

and relevance measurement. The dynamic and scalable prop-

erty of cloud computing is also considered in PSED. A se-

ries of experiments have been conducted to demonstrate the

efficiency of the proposed scheme when deploying it in real-

world scenarios.

Keywords preferred search, encrypted data, secure inner-

product calculation

1 Introduction

Recent years have witnessed the rapid development of cloud

computing. As a new computing paradigm, it centralizes a

large amount of computing and storage resources and offers

pay-as-you-use services to customers with varying resource

demands [1,2]. Owing to the flexibility, cost saving, and con-

venience, users are increasingly interested in migrating their
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data to the cloud for storage and processing. However, data

in the cloud have the risk of unauthorized access from both

inside and outside of the data center providing the cloud ser-

vice, probably leaking the data owners’ private or personal

information [3–5]. To protect data confidentiality, encryption

is adopted before uploading data to the cloud [6, 7]. Whereas

privacy is preserved with data encryption, some data pro-

cessing operations should still be permitted without having

the data decrypted in advance. Among these operations, data

search is the most commonly used and important one allow-

ing users to identify their information of interest from the

entire dataset and obtain them from the cloud. Furthermore,

users submit search requests to the cloud by providing one

or a number of keywords. As different users may have dif-

ferent education experiences, professions, and interests, even

for the same set of keywords in requests submitted by dif-

ferent users, different keywords may carry different prefer-

ences, or their relative importance among all keywords in a

request [8]. Therefore, it is important to enable search over

encrypted data in the cloud and support preferred search (PS)

in which a search request includes keywords and their respec-

tive preferences.

Whereas both preferred search (PS) and searchable encryp-

tion (SE) are highly demanding techniques, they have re-

ceived great attention and have been well developed in recent

years as two independent research topics. In the most com-

mon practice of SE today, a search query is first encrypted

as a trapdoor and then sent to the cloud server. To determine

whether a file in the server matches the query, the server takes

the trapdoor and the file’s encrypted index as inputs and car-

ries out a series of pre-designed operations in the protocol.

The cloud server finally returns all the matching files with-

out knowing the keywords in the trapdoor or in the encrypted
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indices. In parallel with increasing use of encrypted search,

the PS technique has also been developed to cope with users’

individual interests or preferences. Preferences can be repre-

sented in various forms, such as numerical values and strict

partial orders, and are usually associated with individual key-

words in a query for the server to measure the relevance (e.g.,

the relevance scores in our paper) between the query with

explicitly specified preference and a set of files. Assuming

that the relevance scores accurately reflect users’ search in-

terests, the server only needs to return the top-k files ranked

by the scores, saving both the network bandwidth for trans-

mitting the search results and the users’ time in identifying

files matching their true interests.

Though both encrypted search and PS are in high demand,

and techniques on both topics are well developed, the issue of

how to provide the two services at the same time, or PS over

encrypted cloud data, has received limited attention. The di-

rect combination of existing ranked schemes (e.g., [9]) and

search schemes (e.g., [10]) over encrypted data will not only

increase unnecessary storage overhead but also cause the loss

of privacy for the unmatched files. In fact, the realization of

PS over encrypted cloud data still has a number of challenges

to address.

First, implementation of PS on encrypted data requires the

calculation of a relevance score between the trapdoor of a

query and an encrypted index. In the calculation of the rel-

evance score, efforts must be made to prevent unauthorized

parties from learning a keyword weight and uniqueness in a

data file and search preference specified in a query.

Second, in the calculation of the relevance score, the score

itself should be concealed. However, the score is used for

generating the file list to return as the search result. Fully

concealing the scores in the process of score ranking and file

selection may compromise the search precision. We need to

balance the confidentiality and the search precision.

Third, cloud computing is well known for its scalable and

dynamic properties; therefore, special attention should be

paid to making the scheme compatible with these properties.

In this paper, we propose a scheme for preferred search

over encrypted cloud data, called PSED, that supports the

ranking of the matching files according to their relevance to

the users’ preferences. To characterize both the frequency and

uniqueness of each keyword in an index, PSED first assigns

each keyword with a weight evaluated by the term frequency

(TF) × inverse document frequency (IDF) model. PSED then

expresses the search query and the user’s preference in vec-

tor form and employs secure inner-product calculation [11] to

perform search and relevance score calculation without leak-

ing the index information (including keywords and keyword

weights) or the query information (including keywords and

their preferences).

Our contributions can be summarized as follows.

1) We establish a system framework of PS over encrypted

data in the cloud scene and specify the requirements in

terms of efficiency and privacy.

2) We use Lagrange coefficients to construct indices that

can support search over multiple keyword fields and en-

able correct relevance calculation. We express the query

and user’s preference in vector form and adopt secure

inner-product calculation to securely perform search

and relevance score calculation. Moreover, PSED is

also compatible with the scalable and dynamic property

of cloud computing.

3) We have conducted a thorough analysis on efficiency

and privacy protection provided by PSED, and carried

out extensive experiments with a real-world dataset to

demonstrate the applicability of PSED in real-world

scenarios.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Sec-

tion 2, we first present the system formulation. Then, we de-

scribe the detailed design of PSED in Section 3. Section 4

provides intensive performance evaluations. Finally, we dis-

cuss the related works in Section 5 and conclude our work in

Section 6.

2 Problem formulation

2.1 System model

We mainly consider a secure sharing service of cloud data

among three parties as illustrated in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 System model of PSED

The data owner hosts a collection of encrypted data files

C = {F1, . . . , F|C|} in the cloud and allows authorized users to
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search through them. To maintain the search capability for C,
every file will be encrypted and tied with an encrypted index,

which includes representative keywords and labels a weight

for every keyword to characterize its significance (Step 1 in

Fig. 1).

The data user wishes to retrieve the files according to

his/her interest. To accomplish this procedure, he/she should

generate interested keywords to constitute a search query

Q, label his/her preference on each keyword to construct a

search preference P, and send both P and Q to the owner

(Step 2). To conceal Q and P against the cloud server, the

owner will encrypt them by using his/her secret keys and send

back a search trapdoor TQ,P (Step 3). The data user then sub-

mits TQ,P to the cloud for file retrieval (Step 4).

The cloud server is in charge of keeping the encrypted data

files along with the associated encrypted indices. When re-

ceiving TQ,P, it will pick out the files whose indices match the

search query Q (i.e., all the keywords of the file are requested

in Q), calculate corresponding relevance scores, and return

the files ranked in decreasing orders of relevance scores (Step

5). To reduce the unnecessary communication, the user can

issue a custom value k along with TQ,P to request for the

matching files whose relevance scores are ranked in the top-

k. Finally, the user can obtain the corresponding decryption

keys distributed by the existing access control mechanisms

[12] in the cloud scenario, which is devoted to decreasing the

key management burden on the data owner.

In fact, some proxy servers can be introduced to undertake

the trapdoor generation for users’ queries. This methodology

has been applied in some works of SE, such as [13] and [14].

The data owner can choose to tightly grasp the capability of

trapdoor generation or delegate it to other parties, just accord-

ing to his/her preference on security or efficiency.

Similarly to the approaches presented in [9, 15–17], PSED

temporally requires the data owner to take charge of trapdoor

generation. PSED can also be deployed in the scenario with

multiple proxy servers, and this work is orthogonal to the

main purpose of this paper.

2.2 Design goals

To realize PS over cloud data in real-world scenarios, our

work should achieve the following security and performance

goals.

• Multi-field search query with preferences The system

should support the search query with preference over multiple

keyword fields, including equality, range, and subset query

over each keyword field, similar to the conjunctive normal

form (CNF) policy. This type of search query is frequently

experienced in real-world applications [13].

For example, a data user can issue a search query such as

(Topic=“meeting”)∧(Time∈[9:00am, 11:00am]) with

the preference (pmeeting = 1, p[9:00am,11:00am] = 2), where

“Topic” and “Time” are two keyword fields and “meeting”

and pmeeting are the keyword and the corresponding prefer-

ence, respectively. We also call the keyword field “Topic”

(respectively, “Time”) the first (respectively, second) key-

word field in the query.

• Index privacy A primary goal is to protect the keywords

and the corresponding weights against the cloud server. Oth-

erwise, the cloud server may guess the file content and de-

duce the characteristic of the file if some keywords and their

weights are revealed. In this work, index privacy indicates

that it can resist the known-plaintext attack.

• Trapdoor privacy Another security goal is to protect trap-

door privacy, which is classified into query privacy and pref-

erence privacy. In this paper, trapdoor privacy indicates that

it can resist the known-plaintext attack.

• Relevance privacy Given that the cloud server might ac-

cumulate the relevance scores of the matching files to a trap-

door and conduct the statistical analysis to estimate the dif-

ferences of keyword weights among these files, the real rel-

evance between the matching files and a trapdoor should be

concealed. The cloud server is only allowed to know rank or-

ders of the matching files to a trapdoor without sensing their

real relevance scores. For the same reason, the real relevance

between the mismatching files and a trapdoor should also be

concealed.

• Efficiency The scheme should introduce lightweight over-

head to both users and the owner, and guarantee the search

efficiency.

2.3 Notation

2.3.1 Preference and relevance score

A user’s preference is represented by numerical values in this

paper. A keyword with a larger numerical value usually indi-

cates that it receives a higher preference.We then use the term

relevance score to quantitatively characterize the relevance of

the matching files to the user’s preference.

2.3.2 Secure inner-product calculation

To calculate relevance scores without revealing the weights

and the user’s preferences, we adopt secure inner-production

calculation in which a user can specify a semi-trusted party to
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compute the inner-product of two encrypted vectors E(�p) and

E(�q) without learning values in �p and �q, so that E(�p)T ·E(�q) =

�pT · �q. Wong et al. [11] studied the secure k-nearest neighbor

(kNN) computation on encrypted databases and introduced a

random asymmetric splitting method. We refer the interested

reader to [11] for more background information. The analy-

sis given in [11] shows the search space would be sufficiently

large when the length of employed binary vector for encryp-

tion in [11] (i.e., the �S in the following Algorithm: Design

of PSED) is larger than 80 and the security of 1024-bit RSA

(Rivest-Shamir-Adleman) keys is roughly equivalent as 80-

bit symmetric keys as the general consensus indicates. In this

work, the secure inner-product calculation is employed as the

black box to generate the encrypted index and trapdoor.

3 Design of PSED

In this section, we first introduce the TF×IDF model to evalu-

ate keyword weights. Then, to utilize the secure inner-product

calculation, the preference query (respectively, the search

query) should be transformed into the preference vector (re-

spectively, the query vector). Finally, the detailed design of

PSED is presented and an analysis on security and efficiency

is given. To help readers gain a better understanding of the

method in this paper, we list the frequently used symbols and

descriptions in Table 1.

Table 1 Frequently used symbols and descriptions

Symbol Description

C File collection

|C| Number of files in C
Ei ith keyword field

wi, j Keyword value

u Number of keyword fields

n Total number of keywords

ni Number of keywords over the ith keyword field

Q, P Search query, search preference

hi, j Weight of wi, j

pi, j Preference of wi, j

nQ Number of keywords in Q, i.e.,
∑u

i=1 di

�Q, �P Search query vector, preference vector

TQ,P Trapdoor derived from Q and P

3.1 Algorithm description

3.1.1 TF×IDF model

We first select the TF×IDF model to measure the significance

of every keyword in a file. It is widely used to retrieve rele-

vant data files based on TF (Term Frequency, the occurrence

frequency of a term in a file) and IDF (Inverse Document Fre-

quency, the universality of a keyword across all the data files).

TF×IDF model follows the rule that the significance (called

the weight in this paper) of a keyword to a file should increase

with its occurrence frequency in this file, but decrease with

the appearance frequency among other files [18]. From [19]

(Chapter 4), the weight of the keyword wi, j in the file F can

be evaluated by the equation:

hi, j := 1
L · (1 + ln Ai, j) · ln (1 + |C|

|Fi, j | ). (1)

In this equation, |C| denotes the number of data files in the

collection C, |Fi, j| is the number of files that contain the key-

word wi, j, L is the length of the file F, and Ai, j represents the

appearance frequency of wi, j in file F. Figure 2 illustrates an

index of a mail dataset in plaintext.

Fig. 2 Index of mail datasets in plaintext

After introducing the weight measurement, we show how

to express the keywords, the user’s query, and the user’s pref-

erence in the vector form so that we can adopt secure inner-

product calculation to securely perform search and relevance

score calculation.

Without loss of generality, a general search query over

multiple keyword fields can be expressed as Q := (E1 =

w1,1 ∨ · · · ∨ w1,d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (Eu = wu,1 ∨ · · · ∨ wu,du), where

Ei (1 � i � u) is the ith keyword field, u is the number of

keyword fields, wi, j is the jth requested keyword over Ei,

and di is the number of requested keywords in Q over Ei.

Assume that the assigned preference of keyword wi, j in Q

is pi, j, then the search preference of Q can be expressed as

P := (p1,1 ∨ · · · ∨ p1,d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (pu,1 ∨ · · · ∨ pu,du).

Therefore, for a search trapdoor TQ,P, suppose a file Fs as-

sociates with keywords Ws := (E1 = w1,s1 , . . . , Eu = wu,su),

where wi,si is the keyword of Fs over the ith keyword field

Ei (1 � i � u) and each keyword wi,si is assigned with a

weight hi,si . We call “Ws matches with Q” if all the keywords

in Ws are requested in Q. Therefore, if Ws matches with Q,

then P should have the corresponding preference pi,si for each

keyword wi,si . As referred in previous works [?, 20, 22], the

relevance score between the file and the preference can be

measured by their product as follows:

R(TQ,P, Fs) :=
u∑

i=1

hi,si · pi,si . (2)
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Moreover, we also denote hi,si · pi,si as the sub-relevance of

TQ,P and Fs on the ith keyword field, as it denotes the contri-

bution of the ith keyword field in the relevance score calcula-

tion.

3.1.2 Preference transformation

As the preference formula is usually expressed by conjunc-

tive normal formula, an intractable problem is how to ensure

that the preference pi, j will correctly join the multiplication

with the corresponding weight hi, j, only when wi, j is a re-

quested keyword over the ith keyword field in the query.

We give a simple example to show this problem. Suppose

a query Q1 = (E1 = w1,1 ∨ w1,2) ∧ (E2 = w2,1 ∨ w2,2) and its

preference formula P1 = (p1,1∨ p1,2)∧ (p2,1∨ p2,2). For a file

with keywords W1 = (E1 = w1,1, E2 = w2,2) and weights

H1 = (h1,1, h2,2), then the sub-relevance on the first field

should be calculated as p1,1h1,1 rather than p1,2h1,1. Finally,

the relevance score should be p1,1h1,1 + p2,2h2,2.

To this end, we utilize the Lagrange polynomial. When

given a query Q := (E1 = w1,1 ∨ · · · ∨ w1,d1 ) ∧ · · · ∧ (Eu =

wu,1 ∨ · · · ∨ wu,du) and its corresponding preference formula

P := (p1,1 ∨ · · · ∨ p1,d1) ∧ · · · ∧ (pu,1 ∨ · · · ∨ pu,du), the

owner will employ Lagrange coefficients to construct a poly-

nomial ϕi(xi) (1 � i � u) for the requested keywords (i.e.,

wi,1 ∨ · · · ∨ wi,di ) over the ith keyword field and then obtain

the formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xu).

ϕ(x1, . . . , xu) =
u∑

i=1

ϕi(xi), (3)

where

ϕi(xi) :=
di∑
j=1

∏ j−1
k=1 (xi − wi,k)

∏di

k= j+1 (xi − wi,k)∏ j−1
k=1 (wi, j − wi,k)

∏di
k= j+1 (wi, j − wi,k)

pi, j.

ϕi(xi)1) satisfies the following condition: if wi, j is a requested

keyword over the ith keyword field in the query Q, then

ϕi(wi, j) = pi, j.

Example We also take the query Q1 = (E1 = w1,1 ∨
w1,2) ∧ (E2 = w2,1 ∨ w2,2) and its preference formula P1 =

(p1,1∨ p1,2)∧ (p2,1∨ p2,2) as an example. When receiving this

query, the owner then converts it into a Lagrange polynomial

ϕ(x1, x2) = ϕ1(x1) + ϕ2(x2), where

ϕ1(x1) =
x1 − w1,2

w1,1 − w1,2
· p1,1 +

x1 − w1,1

w1,2 − w1,1
· p1,2,

and

ϕ2(x2) =
x2 − w2,2

w2,1 − w2,2
· p2,1 +

x2 − w2,1

w2,2 − w2,1
· p2,2.

After the transformation, if the keywords of an index is

W1 = (E1 = w1,1, E2 = w2,2), then we have ϕ(w1,1,w2,2) =

ϕ1(w1,1) + ϕ2(w2,2) = p1,1 + p2,2. We can observe that the

introduction of Lagrange polynomial can ensure that only the

requested keyword in the query can extract the corresponding

preference into next relevance score calculations.

To calculate relevance scores by utilizing secure inner-

product calculation, the owner needs to express the prefer-

ence formula and keyword weights in the vector form through

polynomial convention. We call the converted vectors the

preference vector and keyword weight vector. Specifically,

the owner converts the polynomial in Eq. (3) by extracting

the coefficient of x j
i from ϕi(xi). Then, the preference vector

will be

�P := (b1,n1 , . . . , b1,0, . . . , bu,nu , . . . , bu,0)T, (4)

where bi, j is the coefficient of x j
i in ϕi(xi) and ni is the number

of keywords over the ith keyword field in the dataset. Note

that bi, j := 0 for di � j � ni, where di is the number of

requested keywords over the ith keyword field in Q.

Suppose the keywords of Fs are Ws = (E1 =

w1,s1 , . . . , Eu = wu,su), the keyword weight vector of Fs can

be denoted as

�Ws := (t1,n1 , . . . , t1,0, . . . , tu,nu , . . . , tu,0)
T, (5)

where ti, j := hi,si · wj
i,si

and hi,si is the weight of wi,si , so that

the real relevance score of Fs to TQ,P is

R(TQ,P, Fs) := �WT
s
�P :=

u∑
i=1

hi,si · ϕi(wi,si). (6)

The output will be
∑u

i=1 hi,si · pi,si , which is consistent with

the relevance score calculation in Eq. (2) if Fs matches the

search query (i.e., wi,si is a requested keyword over the ith

keyword field for 1 � i � u).

Given the relevance privacy, the real relevance scores

should be concealed against the cloud server. To this end, we

then introduce random values both in the preference vector

and in the weight vector, such that the real relevance score

will be concealed. Specifically, the data owner first introduces

random values α, β, and εs (note that these values will not be

disclosed to users), and expands �P and �Ws, such that

P̂ := (α�P, β), Ŵs := ( �Ws, εs). (7)

After the vector expansion, the disturbed relevance score

1) In ϕi(xi), a keyword wi, j can be expressed by a real number transformed by using a hash function, which maps strings to real numbers
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will be

DR(TQ,P, Fs) := ŴT
s P̂

:= α · �WT
s
�P + βεs

:= α · R(TQ,P, Fs) + βεs. (8)

Here, we call R(TQ,P, Fs) in Eq. (6) and DR(TQ,P, Fs) in

Eq. (8) the real relevance score and the disturbed relevance

score, respectively. The random value βεs is used to blind

α�WT
s
�P, otherwise α can be acquired simply through great-

est common divisor computation if the server obtains enough

disturbed relevance scores, and then the real relevance score

will be leaked.

However, the introduction of βεs may degrade the rank pre-

cision, as precision and privacy are two important metrics that

are in opposition to each other. Larger βεs will enhance rel-

evance privacy but incur a lower precision, whereas smaller

βεs will increase the rank precision but cause a higher proba-

bility of privacy leakage. Therefore, these two metrics should

be carefully balanced depending on the applications and the

user’s concerns.

3.1.3 Multi-field search query support

To support the multi-field search query over encrypted data,

the straightforward way of introducing an existing SE scheme

such as HPE [23] or PE [10] will cause considerable storage

cost to keep this extra searchable index. In fact, the weight

vector can be reused to support the search operation by just

taking the following steps, thus saving a considerable amount

of storage space.

For the search query Q := (E1 = w1,1 ∨ · · · ∨ w1,d1 ) ∧
· · · ∧ (Eu = wu,1 ∨ · · · ∨ wu,du ), the owner first chooses a set

of random non-integer values {ri}ui=1 that is used to conceal

the distribution when performing a search as described in the

following, and will not be shared with users. After that, the

owner then transforms the query into the polynomial form as

follows:

r1

d1∑
i=1

(x1 − w1,i) + · · · + ru

du∑
i=1

(xu − wu,i). (9)

A vector (a1,d1 , . . . , a1,0, . . . , au,du , . . . , au,0) can be derived

from the polynomial, where ai, j is the coefficient of x j
i and

ai,0 = ri(−1)di
∏di

j=1 wi, j. Finally, the query vector can be uni-

fied as

Q̂ := (a1,n1 , . . . , a1,0, . . . , au,nu , . . . , au,0, 0)T, (10)

where ni is the number of keywords on the ith keyword

field and ni � di. It is easy to observe that ai, j := 0 for

(di + 1) � j � ni.

To perform the matching test for the file Fs labeling with

keywords Ws = (E1 = w1,s1 , . . . , Eu = wu,su), the cloud server

will calculate

ŴT
s Q̂ := h1,s1r1

du∑
i=1

(w1,s1 − w1,i) + · · ·

+hu,suru

du∑
i=1

(wu,su − wu,i). (11)

The outputs will equal zero if the keywords of Fs really

match the search query Q. We can observe that the introduc-

tion of random values {ri}ui=1 can mess the distribution of the

query vector. Suppose there are two search queries named Q

and Q′, and the corresponding query vectors are Q̂ and Q̂′,
ŴT

s Q̂ and ŴT
s Q̂′ will almost certainly be different as long as

Fs is excluded both by Q and Q′.

3.2 Design of PSED

To enforce the confidentiality of trapdoors and indices during

the search, PSED makes use of secure inner-product calcu-

lation [11]. As a summary of the designs above, the detailed

procedures of PSED are shown in the following algorithm,

which includes four procedures.

• Setup The owner initiates the secret keys, including a

binary vector �S of length (n+u+1), and two invertible matri-

ces M1 and M2 of size (n+u+1)×(n+u+1), where n =
∑u

i=1 ni,

and u is the number of keyword fields. Here, M1 and M2 are

used for query encryption and preference encryption.

• BuildIndex The owner first generates the keyword

weight vector Ŵs and divides it into two vectors (step 1.(i)).

This division is used for encryption as referred in [11]. These

two vectors are finally encrypted by the matrices M1 and M2

(step 1.(iii)).

• GenTrapdoor When receiving a query Q and its pref-

erence P, the owner first converts Q and P into the vectors Q̂

and P̂, respectively, as in Eqs. (10) and (7) (step 1). Finally, it

randomly splits the vectors (step 2), and encrypts them with

the inverse of secret matrices M1 and M2 (steps 3 and 4). The

split and encryption also follow the method in [11].

• SearchIndex When receiving TQ,P, the cloud server

goes through every index. It first computes W̃T
s,1 · TQ1 +

W̃T
s,2 · TQ2, the value of which actually equals ŴT

s Q̂ accord-

ing to the property of secure inner-product calculation [11].

If the result is zero, then the file matches the query. The

disturbed relevance score will then be calculated by running

W̃T
s,1 · TP1 + W̃T

s,2 · TP2, which equals ŴT
s P̂. Finally, the server

returns the ranked results.
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3.3 Analysis of PSED

3.3.1 Efficiency analysis

In the step of BuildIndex, two multiplications between a

(n+ u + 1) × (n+ u + 1) matrix and a (n+ u + 1)-dimensional

vector are required for each file. When generating a trapdoor,

it needs four multiplications between a (n+u+1)× (n+u+1)

matrix and a (n + u + 1)-dimensional vector. In the step of

SearchIndex, the cloud server will only calculate the inner-

product of two (n + u + 1)-dimensional vectors for each mis-

matching file. For every matching file, an extra inner-product

calculation between two (n + u + 1)-dimensional vectors is

needed. With respect to storage overhead, the owner should

only keep two (n + u + 1) × (n + u + 1) secret matrices (i.e.,

M1, M2) and a vector with the length of (n + u + 1) (i.e.,
�S ). The user should store the trapdoor that is constituted by

four (n+u+1)-dimensional vectors, whereas the cloud server

keeps the encrypted collection and the encrypted indices.

3.3.2 Index privacy and trapdoor privacy

As mentioned above, to enable the secure inner-product com-

putation, the trapdoor and index in PSED are encrypted by

using a random binary vector �S and two invertible matrices

M1 and M2. This encryption scheme is proposed in [11] and

its security against the lever-3 attack [11] is proved. In the

lever-3 attack, an attacker who is unaware of the random bi-

nary vector �S , may possess t plaintext vectors {Ŵs}ts=1 and the

corresponding encrypted vectors {W̃s,1, W̃s,2}ts=1, and try to re-

cover other encrypted vectors. Our detailed proof is presented

in the Appendix.

Meanwhile, because of the randomized splitting and the

introduction of some random values (e.g., {ri}1�i�u, α, and

β), the produced trapdoors will be various even to the same

query. This non-deterministic property will also increase the

difficulty for the cloud server in mining the relationship be-

tween two trapdoors by comparing them directly. Though the

cloud server might compare the corresponding matching files

and ranked results to judge whether the targeted queries have

internal correlation, this attack will be useless if some puppet

files are introduced to conceal the search outputs.

3.3.3 Relevance privacy

With the protection of random values, the disturbed relevance

scores between Fs and P will be α · R(TQ,P, Fs) + βεs, which

blinds the real relevance score R(TQ,P, Fs) against the cloud

server. Even the cloud server may try to collect t real rel-

evance scores {R(TQ,P, Fs)}ts=1 with the corresponding dis-

turbed relevance scores, and construct t linear equations as

follows:
⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

DR(TQ,P, F1) = α · R(TQ,P, F1) + βε1,

...

DR(TQ,P, Ft) = α · R(TQ,P, Ft) + βεt.

This is an attempt to obtain the randomly chosen values

(e.g., α, β, {εi}ti=1) and recover the real relevance scores of

other files. However, it will be useless because there are

(t + 2) variables in these t equations.

For the unsatisfied files to a query, R(TQ,P, Fs) will also

output incorrect relevance scores, because the weight of the

excluded keyword will participate in the calculation and jum-

ble the calculated relevance scores, making it more difficult

for the server to learn the relevance of the unsatisfied files to

a query.
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3.3.4 Scalability of PSED

PSED is also compatible with the scalable and dynamic fea-

ture of cloud computing. When some new keywords are in-

troduced, PSED can efficiently cope with this change without

fully re-encrypting the whole index. Without loss of gener-

ality, suppose m1 new keywords are added to the first key-

word field, then the updated keyword weight vector Ŵ′s :=

(Δ �W1, Ŵs), where Δ �W1 is the expanded vector produced by

the new keywords and its length is m1. PSED can accord-

ingly extend the secret binary vector �S to �S ′ and expand

the matrices M1 and M2 to M′1 and M′2, respectively, where

�S ′ := (Δ�S , �S ), M′1 :=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ΔM1 0

0 M1

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠ and M′2 :=

⎛⎜⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝ΔM2 0

0 M2

⎞⎟⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠
(both ΔM1 and ΔM2 are m1 × m1 invertible matrices). There-

fore, the encryption of Ŵ′s can be treated as the combination

of two independent encryptions of Δ �W1 (encrypted by Δ�S ,

ΔM1, and ΔM2) and Ŵs (encrypted by �S , M1, and M2). As

the encrypted index before expansion is already the encryp-

tion of Ŵs under the effect of �S , M1, and M2, the data owner

only needs to compute the encryption of Δ �W1 and combine it

with the old version of the index without fully re-encrypting

Ŵ′s. This method is more efficient and scalable, which con-

forms to the properties of cloud computing.

4 Performance evaluation

In this section, we choose the Enron email dataset, which

is a real-world email dataset consisting of several keyword

fields and email contents. The Enron email dataset includes

517,431 instances, whose number is much larger than the av-

erage number of shared files per user reported in two typi-

cal cloud storage systems (i.e., 55 per Box user2) and 684

in [24]). Therefore, we argue that the use of Enron email

dataset is reasonable.

We select u = 4 representative fields and a number of in-

stances to evaluate the performance of PSED. PSED is fully

run on a modern server (this setting can easily extend to mul-

tiple servers), which is equipped with a 2.10 GHz Intel Core

2 Duo CPU and 4 GB RAM. The operating system is Ubuntu

(version: 11.04). We compare PSED with MRSE_II [9].

MRSE realizes multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted

data and outputs similar results. In the evaluation, we use nQ

to denote the number of keywords in the query. Here, n and

|C| represent the number of keywords and the number of files

in the collection, respectively.

4.1 Index building

To explore the per-index encryption time, we focus on the

overhead when the total number of keywords n in the collec-

tion and the collection size |C| change. From Fig. 3(a), the

per-index encryption time is constant when n is fixed. There-

fore, the generation time for a dataset will be linear with the

number of files. Meanwhile, when n varies, the per-index en-

cryption time in PSED scales as O(n2), because it is usually

required to perform O(n2) multiplications and O(n2) addition

operations in the index generation when u is fixed. This com-

parison also indicates that the per-index encryption time in

PSED is nearly the same with that in MRSE.

Fig. 3 Per-index encryption time. (a) The per-index encryption time un-
der different sizes of dataset, when n=5,000 and nQ=100, where nQ is the
number of keywords in the query; (b) The per-index encryption time under
different number of keywords in the dataset, when nQ=100 and |C|=5,000

As it is usually a one-time cost to build indices for the

dataset, we argue that the efficiency is quite reasonable. Ta-

ble 2 also lists the per-index storage overhead in PSED and

MRSE. The results indicate that PSED achieves nearly the

same storage efficiency on index building compared with

MRSE.

4.2 Trapdoor generation

For GenTrapdoor, Fig. 4(a) shows that the number of key-

words in the query nQ will not affect the performance of trap-

2) Box Free Cloud Storage, Secure Content Online File Sharing
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door generation very much. Figure 4(b) indicates that the per-

trapdoor generation time will be affected by the total num-

ber of keywords in the collection, because it is required to

employ secret matrices to encrypt the query vector and the

preference vector, incurring O(n2) multiplications and O(n2)

addition calculations when u is fixed. Meanwhile, the per-

formance of PSED is a bit slower than that of MRSE, this is

because some additional encryption operations should be car-

ried out in PSED, i.e., the encryption of Q for the multi-field

query.

Table 2 Size of the index and trapdoor in MRSE and PSED

n MRSE-Index(/Trapdoor)/kB PSED-Index/kB PSED-Trapdoor/kB

1,000 7.8 7.9 15.8

5,000 39.1 39.1 78.2

8,000 62.5 62.5 125.0

Fig. 4 Trapdoor generation. (a) Trapdoor generation for the different num-
bers of keywords in the query, when n=5,000; (b) trapdoor generation for the
varying numbers of keywords in the whole dataset, when nQ=100

In addition, we also compare the storage overhead to keep

a trapdoor in PSED with that in MRSE in Table 2. It seems

that a trapdoor of PSED takes up nearly twice the amount of

storage space as that of MRSE, because a trapdoor in PSED

should include the extra preference information apart from

the user’s query.

4.3 Search

In PSED, the cloud server first picks out the matching files to

a query and then calculates their disturbed relevance scores.

Thus, the actual time cost in the query stage can be decom-

posed into the time in matching test and the time in relevance

score calculation. In this test, we use hit rate to denote the

rate of matching files to the query and consider the query

time under different hit rates. We then carry out three tests

to measure the query time under different numbers of key-

words in the query, and different numbers of keywords in the

collection. The results are illustrated in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5 Search time. (a) The search time under different numbers of key-
words in the dataset, when nQ=100 and |C|=5,000; (b) the search time under
different numbers of keywords in the query, when n = 5, 000 and |C|=1,000

Figure 5(a) shows the search time is linear to the number

of keywords in the collection, because it is required to per-

form O(n) multiplications and O(n) addition operations in the

matching test and the relevance score calculation, when u is

fixed. Figure 5(b) indicates the number of keywords in the

query will not affect the performance of query search.

Meanwhile, it requires more time if the hit rate becomes

higher, as more relevance score calculations will be invoked

when the number of matching files increases. We can also

observe that PSED can achieve roughly the same search effi-

ciency of MRSE when the hit rate is zero.

4.4 Comparison of match degree

In this test, we compare PSED with MRSE on the metric of

match degree to measure the ratio of the matching files to the

query in the returned files. We useMi to denote the collec-

tion of matching files for the ith search request and use qi to
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denote the match degree.

As we mentioned before, MRSE performs search to a

query according to the principle of coordinate matching (i.e.,

the number of common keywords appearing in both the query

and the index) to quantitatively capture their relevance and

return the files ranked in the top-k. This approach will return

similar search result in the ith search request when the num-

ber of matching files |Mi| is less than the pre-defined value k.

We can model qi in MRSE by the following equation:

qi :=
|Mi|
k
, |Mi| � k. (12)

In contrast, the cloud server in PSED respects the rule

of selecting the matching files first and then returning them

according to their relevance scores. Suppose the number of

matching files is |FQ,P|, once the amount of matching files is

less than k, i.e., |FQ,P| < k, the cloud server will only return

the matching files with the number of |FQ,P|. Therefore, the

number of returned files will be Min{k, |FQ,P|}. Thus, qi :≡ 1

always holds in PSED.

Obviously, qi partly reflects the useless bandwidth wastage

during the ith search, and a larger qi usually indicates less

wasted bandwidth. Moreover, if all the returned files match

with the query, then qi will reach the maximum value (i.e.,

1). To evaluate qi, we generate the encrypted indices for 200

selected files and carry out two tests in this comparison. Note

that we denote the fields that have requested keywords in the

query as valid keyword fields. First, we set the pre-specified

value k as 10, and change the number of valid fields and the

number of files in the dataset. For each valid keyword field in

the query, we choose an interested keyword over it. Second,

we set the number of files in the dataset as 200 and calculate

qi when k and the number of valid fields in the query change.

We repeat these two tests many times and record the averaged

results in Fig. 6.

Two observations can be derived from Fig. 6(a). First,

when the scale of data files and the value k are fixed, qi will

drop if the number of valid keywords in the query increases.

This is because |Mi| in MRSE will be smaller when the re-

quirements in the query are stricter. Second, when the num-

ber of valid fields in the query and k are fixed, qi will increase

when the number of data files becomes larger. This is because

|Mi| will probabilistically increase when the dataset scales.

As indicated in Fig. 6(b), qi will drop when the pre-specified

value k becomes larger. In contrast, because PSED only re-

turns the matching files to the query, it can always achieve

the match degree of 1.

Fig. 6 Comparison of match degree. (a) The match degree under different
scales of dataset, when k=10; (b) the match degree under different selections
of k, when the number of files is 200

4.5 Relevance privacy and precision

In this test, we mainly focus on the relevance privacy and re-

trieval precision under different strengths of randomization.

We select 10,000 files, and calculate the weight of the key-

word over each keyword field. As the introduced randomiza-

tion may cause rank perturbation for the matching files, we

evaluate the precision on two metrics, i.e., search precision

and rank deviation.

Suppose the search output (i.e., the returned files) in PSED

produced by the real relevance scores should be F and the

output produced by the disturbed relevance scores is F ′, it

is obvious that |F | = |F ′| � k establishes where |F | and

|F ′| denote the size of F and the size of F ′, respectively.

The search precision is to measure the miss rate for the files

{Fi|Fi ∈ F , Fi � F ′} and the rank deviation is to measure the

rank perturbation for the files {Fi|Fi ∈ F ∩F ′}. Based on the

above introduction, the search precision σ can be calculated

by

σ :=
|F ∩ F ′|
|F | . (13)

Suppose the rank orders of file Fi in F and F ′ are oi and

o′i , respectively, then the rank deviation δ can be evaluated by
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the following equation:

δ :=
∑

Fi∈F∩F ′
|oi − o′i |. (14)

As stated previously, the randomization introduced to con-

ceal the real relevance score is βεs and α. In this test, we eval-

uate these two metrics by varying the randomization of βεs
from [0, 1

10αpmax] to [0, αpmax], where pmax is the maximum

preference selected in the evaluation. The results are shown

in Fig. 7. Moreover, we also partition the minimal range that

covers both the real relevance scores and the disturbed rele-

vance scores into 50 intervals when the non-linear random-

ization βεs for file Fs is uniformly selected from the range

[0, 12αpmax].

Fig. 7 Search precision and search deviation. (a) The search precision un-
der different selected ranges, when k=100; (b) the search deviation under
different selected ranges, when k=100. The range ξ ∈ (0, 1.0) means the
non-linear randomization is uniformly chosen from the range [0, ξαpmax]

Figure 7(a) indicates that the search precision will decrease

when the introduced random values become larger. This is

because the increase of randomization strength will increase

the probability of causing larger rank perturbation. Thus, it

requires users to make a tradeoff between the search preci-

sion and the relevance privacy. Based on the same principle,

the search deviation will increase with the range of random-

ization extension as shown in Fig. 7(b).

4.6 Summary

We further summarize the properties of PSED in Table 3,

which indicates that PSED focuses on PS over multiple fields,

searches the accurate matching files first and then ranks them

based on the relevance.

Table 3 Summary of PSED

Metrics PSED

Multi-field query support Yes

Preferred keyword search Yes

Match degree Accurate match

We also compare PSED with other representative SE

schemes in Table 4. We can see that PSED only introduces

lightweight computation in search operations and provides

multi-field search query with preference.

Table 4 Summary of PSED

Schemes Index size Search time

GSW04 [25] O(v) O(e)G + O(e)P

BCOP04 [16] O(v) O(1)P + O(1)H

SBCSP07 [26] O(D · log T ) O(log TD)P + O(log TD)G

CWLRL [9] O(n + y) O(n + y)

KSW08 [23] O(n) O(n)P

PSED O(n + u) O(n + u)

Note: n: the total number of keywords in the dataset
u: the number of keyword fields
v: the number of keywords in the index
e: the number of requested keywords in the query
G: the operation in groups
H: the hash operation
D: the number of dimensions
P: the pairing operation
y: the number of dummy elements inserted

5 Related work

5.1 Preferred search

Stefanidis et al. [27] proposed PerK to implement personaliz-

ing keyword search in relational databases that took the user’s

preference into account. Leubner and Kiessling [28] consid-

ered two preference constructors (i.e., Pareto accumulation

and prioritization) that had partial order semantics under the

scenario of full-text search. Koutrika and Ioannidis [8] used

a profile to store the user’s preference. When a user issued

an ordinary query, the system would re-generate a new query

that covered the user’s preference by taking the original query

and user’s profile as input. Chomicki [29] presented a frame-

work to formulate complex preference queries by utilizing a

simple winnow operator. Kiessling [30] proposed strictly par-

tial order semantics for preferences and constructed a com-
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plex preference by utilizing preference constructors. Geor-

giadis et al. [31] defined the preorders over attributes and

proposed query-rewriting algorithms to support a progres-

sive evaluation of block sequences. However, most existing

schemes on PS were mainly investigated over plaintext and

remain inapplicable to encrypted data.

5.2 Searchable encryption

Song et al. [32] proposed the first practical scheme in the lit-

erature of SE, where the search time increased with the file

size. Goh [33] studied secure indexing over encrypted data

by employing the Bloom Filter [34], which however would

introduce the possibility of false positive. Boneh et al. [16]

proposed the first SE scheme based on public keys. Waters et

al. [35] realized a searchable audit log in two ways, namely, a

symmetric-encryption- based scheme and identity-based en-

cryption (IBE)-based scheme. To achieve good search experi-

ence, Wang et al. [18,36] investigated secure ranked keyword

search, which needed the keyword to be preprocessed by the

data owner locally and only supported equality query. Wang

et al. [37] investigated the problem of similarity search over

encrypted data and constructed the trie-traversing search in-

dex based on edit distance. This method also supported the

fuzzy search over encrypted data studied by Li et al. [38].

However, all the above works only supported single-keyword

search.

To enable multi-keyword search, Golle et al. [25] devel-

oped conjunctive keyword search over encrypted data. Shi

et al. [26] realized multi-dimensional range query over en-

crypted data. Several attempts [9, 39] have also been made

on the multi-keyword ranked search over encrypted data and

their schemes output similar files to the query. Cao et al. [15]

followed the principle of filtering-and-verification and ful-

filled the privacy-preserving query over encrypted graph. In

addition, some representative works [10, 23] in the area of

predicate encryption could achieve searching over encrypted

data by attaching the attribute vector �v′ to the ciphertext and

representing a search query by the predicate vector f�v, there-

fore a match happened only when ( f�v,�v′) = 0. Shen et al. [40]

designed an interesting index based on both access policy and

keywords and, thus, the cloud server can simultaneously per-

form access control and search over encrypted data. Shen et

al. [41] further proposed to assign each keyword with a pref-

erence for enabling preferred keyword search over encrypted

data in cloud computing. Li et al. [42] also tried to realize

access control and keyword search over encrypted data by

employing both attribute-based encryption [43] and hybrid

clouds.

In addition, Fu et al. [44] proposed an efficient multi-

keyword fuzzy ranked search scheme with improved accu-

racy. Xia et al. [45] designed a secure multi-keyword ranked

search scheme that also supports dynamic update operations.

Fu et al. [46] found that previous keyword-based search

schemes ignore the semantic information. They then devel-

oped a semantic search scheme based on the concept hierar-

chy and the semantic relationship between concepts in the en-

crypted datasets. Fu et al. [47] designed a SE scheme that sup-

ported both multi-keyword ranked search and parallel search.

However, most previous work only paid limited attention to

the user’s preferences.

6 Conclusions

We investigated the problem of preferred search over en-

crypted cloud data. We first established a set of designed

goals and used the TF×IDF model for keyword weight mea-

surement. We expressed the user’s query and preference and

keywords and their weights in vector form. The secure inner-

product computation was then employed to perform search

and measure the relevance between files and the user’s pref-

erence. Thorough analysis concerning privacy and efficiency

was presented, and the intensive evaluation on a modern

server demonstrated its suitability.
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Appendixes

Appendix A Attack model

In our attack model, we assume an attacker can access the

encrypted data, the encrypted vectors (e.g., query vectors and

keyword weight vectors), and the encrypted results. In addi-

tion, the attacker can obtain a set of vectors in plaintext and

corresponding encrypted vectors, and try to recover other en-

crypted vectors that he has not yet learned. This is equivalent

to the known-plaintext attack.

Theorem 1 PSED is resilient to the known-plaintext attack

if the attacker cannot derive the secret keys, i.e., the binary

vector �S and the invertible matrices M1 and M2 (see Setup
in Algorithm: Design of PSED).
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Proof We first prove the index privacy against the known-

plaintext attack, and the proof of trapdoor privacy is sim-

ilar. Suppose the attacker possesses t plaintext vectors

{Ŵs,1, Ŵs,2}1�s�t after being split by the binary vector �S . In

addition, the attacker also obtains their corresponding en-

crypted vectors {W̃s,1, W̃s,2}1�s�t. If the attacker does not know

the splitting configuration, he has to model Ŵs,1 and Ŵs,2 as

two random (n+u+1)-dimensional vectors. The equations to

solve the matrices are MT
1 Ŵs,1 = W̃s,1 and MT

2 Ŵs,2 = W̃s,2 for

1 � s � t, where M1 and M2 are two (n + u + 1) × (n + u + 1)

unknown matrices (see Setup in Algorithm 1). There are

2(n + u + 1)t unknowns in {W̃s,1, W̃s,2}1�s�t, and 2(n + u + 1)2

unknowns in M1 and M2. As there are only 2(n+u+1)t equa-

tions, which is less than the number of unknowns, the attacker

cannot have sufficient information to solve for the matrices.

Hence, PSED can resist against the known-plaintext attack.

�

Appendix B Leakage function

A search for a query Q leaks a file set IQ matching the re-

quested keyword in Q. It also leaks the disturbed relevance

scores of IQ to the preference query P (see Eq. (8)), as the

files in IQ will be sorted according to their disturbed rele-

vance scores.
Suppose for a file set IQ and for a preference query P,

the disturbed relevance scores for IQ and P are denoted by

DRIQ ,P. For a given pair of the search query Q and the pref-

erence query P, we define the leakage function as leakQ,P =

{IQ,DRIQ,P}.
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